“Nothing is too hard for the Shed Innovators”
Leaders in their field, Shed Innovations are
the business to see for all your shed,
garage, carport, commercial building, and
verandah needs.

works around the house at the same time
to save the customer some money.
The commercial side of the business can
extend current workshops or factories, do
office fit outs, and convert building
facades to give the building a modern
look.

They also specialise in rumpus rooms,
factories, barns and Class 1 type buildings
such as river retreats.
Shed Innovations are a company that does
everything
from
conception
to
completion.

Shed Innovations ensure they put an
emphasis on durability, quality and
comfort, and all their materials and installs
are fully guaranteed.

This means all council documents are
lodged for free, and they handle all site
works, all concreting works, all the
building and internal works, and all
handovers; no site is too hard to get ready
for your proposed project.

''We specialise in diversity of designs and
engineering, including custom-made
sheds for specific spaces and purposes,
along with carports and verandas,'' Shed
Innovations director Craig Wheeler said.

They can also do all the Stampcrete
patterns in concreting, meaning more

''By offering UltraFrame and C-Section
structures, Shed Innovations gives its

clients the best options in pre-engineered
building systems.
''We can provide a do-it-yourself kit or
organise to have the shed fully installed on
your property by one of our qualified
builders.
"We can arrange everything from council
application to earthworks, construction,
concreting, plumbing and electrical
works.''
Shed Innovations have a wide range of
concreting solutions; it doesn't just stop
with your shed slab.
Have some extra paths done or have your
driveway poured at the same time to
reduce costs.
Have your entire block surveyed by Shed
Innovations to show your contours for
your project and future planning.
Shed Innovations always use forticon and
chairs under their concrete to ensure no
moisture enters your shed.

Shed Innovations installers are fully
qualified erectors; they have completed
training from the Shed Innovations
building managers who show them the
precise way the buildings are assembled.
The installers have a wide range of
knowledge to get your building up in a
timely and above satisfaction manner.

They are trained in framing, cladding,
plumbing, roller door installation, window
installation and much more.

Shed Innovations works hard to keep the
price as low as possible and the quality as
high as possible, and have the strongest
and simplest design on the market.

For your next choice in a shed or garage
choose Shed Innovations.
They are located at 331-333 Main South
Road, Morphett Vale.
For more information phone 8382 8244
or visit www.shedinnovations.com.au
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Ring NOW for AMAZING DEALS on our top quality range

SA OWNED & OPERATED

Buy Cheaper, Buy Factory Direct, Quality Guaranteed

CLASS 1

STUDIOS

COMMERCIAL

 Full Custom design service  Complete Concrete works
 Free Site Inspection
 Full Construction
 Complete Council Approval  Licensed Contractors

GARAGES

BARNS

 Full after sales support
 Over 400 standard sheds
 RHS Steel Construction
WH1742630

WE DO EVERYTHING FROM
START TO FINISH
DIY ALSO AVAILABLE

CARPORTS/VERANDAHS

“We will beat any
genuine written
quote”

331-333 Main South Road,
We use only the highest quality materials.
For more information email: sales@shedinnovations.com.au or visit
MORPHETT VALE

www.shedinnovations.com.au

1300 832 740

